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Arizona Election Dates
PRIMARIES
TUESDAY

Early Ballots Mailed ............................. 8/1

Aug. 28

Last Day to Mail Back Ballot ............... 8/22
Polls Close .............................. 7 p.m., 8/28

GENERAL
TUESDAY

Registration ........................................ 10/8

Nov. 6

Early Ballots Mailed .......................... 10/10
Last Day to Mail Back Ballot .............. 10/31
Polls Close .............................. 7 p.m., 11/6

VOTING HOTLINE
On Election Day, the Arizona Center for Disability Law (ACDL) staffs a
hotline to address election concerns for individuals with disabilities related to:
 The right to vote independently
 Accessibility
 Voting machines
(602) 274-6287 or 1-800-927-2260, 6 am to 7 pm
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REV UP Arizona!
REV UP stands for Register! Educate! Vote! Use your Power! This is a national,
nonpartisan initiative involving national, state, and local disability organizations. The
goal is to increase the political power of the disability community while also
engaging candidates and the media on disability issues. The REV UP campaign
focuses on voter registration, education, access, and engagement.
In Arizona, disability organizations collaborated to develop federal and state
candidate surveys to help:

 Inform our community about each candidate’s positions on disability-related
issues and policy

 Educate candidates about issues that impact people with disabilities in Arizona

FEDERAL Candidate Report
This FEDERAL report comprises the results of a survey sent to candidates for U.S.
Senator and U.S. Representative.
Organizations sponsoring this survey and report do not endorse or oppose any of
the candidates. The purpose of this guide is to educate voters about candidates’
positions on issues important to people with disabilities.
The 50 candidates seeking congressional office received an email invitation to
complete the online disability issues survey [see survey on pages 6-7]. The survey
remained open for 10 days and candidates received email and phone call reminders
during that time.

RESPONSES
A total of 20 candidates completed the survey, representing a 40% response rate
— 75% Democrat, 20% Republican, and 5% Green. Respondents’ survey answers and
any additional comments appear on the following pages.
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FEDERAL Disability Policy Survey
1)

Your First and Last Name:

2)

District:

3)

What office do you seek?

 U.S House of Representatives

Answer Options
Questions 4-7, 9, 11, 16-19






Will not support
Will probably not support
Not sure, need to learn more
Will probably support
Will support

 U.S. Senate

Questions 8, 10, 12-15






Strongly Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neutral
Somewhat Agree
Strongly Agree

4)

The Disability Integration Act (currently S.910/H.R.2472), is a bipartisan civil rights
legislation that establishes in statute the right of Americans with long-term services and
supports (LTSS) disabilities to receive services and supports in the community and be
integrated into society. Where do you rate your level of support for Disability Integration Act?

5)

Many people with disabilities rely on subsidies and other assistance programs to live
independently in the community. However, landlords often reject tenants with rental subsidies,
such as Section 8 and Supplemental Security Income (SSI). This discrimination unfairly
narrows the housing choices available to low-income families, senior citizens, and people with
disabilities – leading to high rates of homelessness and housing vulnerability in our
community. What is your position on legislation to forbid landlords from denying tenant
applications solely based on the source of a tenant’s legal income?

6)

Some analysts predict a critical shortage of community attendants/direct support professionals
to provide services to seniors and people with disabilities who are living in their homes. Low
wages has been cited as a major reason for high turnover and this growing shortage of
attendants. How likely are you to support adequate Medicaid funding to meet the need
for higher wages?

7)

Where do you rate your level of support for proposals to block grant Medicaid spending or
convert funding to a per capita cap system in Arizona?

8)

Arizona is planning to implement work requirements for Medicaid recipients through Section
1115 waivers. This requirement may block some low-income adults from getting Medicaid
coverage if they are not working or participating in work-related activities. Where do you rate
your level of agreement for work requirements for Medicaid recipients?

9)

Rate your level of support for directing resources to ensure state law enforcement is trained to
appropriately interact with individuals with disabilities (including people who are non-verbal,
who use a communication device, or who are Deaf) to prevent unnecessary
incarcerations and injuries?

10) Rate your level of support for holding all public schools (including charter schools)
accountable for providing full access to students with disabilities, in compliance with
applicable federal laws.

Survey continued on next page 
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FEDERAL Disability Policy Survey continued
11) When trying to access supports and services, immigrants and refugees with disabilities
often face unique barriers (including threats of deportation and separation from family
members). Rate your level of support for policies and initiatives to ensure that all people feel
safe in their communities, free of fears of deportation and splitting families apart.
12) I would support policy initiatives that would enable people with disabilities to move from
segregated, sub-minimum wage employment settings such as sheltered workshops to
community-based, integrated employment — earning a competitive wage.
13) The enactment of section 14(c) provision of the Fair Labor Standards Act in 1937 authorizes
employers to pay sub-minimum wages to certain workers with disabilities. Sub-minimum
wages that are often paid to people with disabilities in segregated programs, such as preemployment services and sheltered workshops, should be prohibited and phased-out through
the elimination of Section 14(c) of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
14) As of February 2018, there were nearly 6 million adults and children with disabilities receiving
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and nearly 10.4 million people receiving Social Security
Disability Insurance (SSDI). I would support policy reforms to these federal income support
programs so that people with disabilities could continue to receive income supports while
transitioning back to employment and earning income?
15) The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) creates unfair burdens on businesses.
16) H.R. 620, the ADA Education and Reform Act, would require specific notification procedures
that delay the process of fixing accessibility barriers and place the responsibility of identifying
barriers on individuals with disabilities. Where do you rate your level of support for ADA
notifications bills like H.R. 620?
17) Centers for Independent Living (CILs) are community-based, cross-disability, nonprofit
organizations that are designed and operated by people with disabilities. CILs are unique in
that they operate according to a strict philosophy of consumer control, wherein people with all
types of disabilities directly govern and staff the organization. Where do you rate your level of
support for additional funding for the five CILs in Arizona in order to meet the increased
demand for services from these vital community resources?
18) Where do you rate your level of support for legislation prohibiting insurance companies
conducting business in the United States from denying coverage to people with pre-existing
conditions?
19) As autonomous or self-driving vehicles become part of the transportation landscape, they
promise new mobility options and increased independence for people with disabilities who
have been denied the benefits of a century of automotive history.
Where do you rate your level of support for regulations that
would require autonomous vehicles to be compliant with
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and accessible to all
people with disabilities?
20) Any additional comments or concerns?
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Responses: U.S. Senate Candidates
1-Name
2-District
3-Office
4-Disability Integration Act (currently
S.910/H.R.2472)
5-Proghibit tenant denials solely based on
source of legal income
6-Funding higher wages for community
attendants
7-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
system
8-Medicaid work requirements

Deedra Abboud Angela Greeen
(D)
(D)
AZ
U.S. Senate
Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

[no answer]

Will not support

Not sure, need to
learn more

Strongly disagree Somewhat agree

9-Train law enforcement
10-Public schools (including charter) ensuring
access
11-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
fears of deportation
12-Competitive, community-based, integrated
employment
13-Phase out sub-minimum wages

Will support

Will support

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Will support

Will support

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

14-Policy reforms to income support programs
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
for individuals transitioning to employment
15-ADA creates unfair burdens for
Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
businesses
Not sure, need to
16-ADA notifications bills
Will not support
learn more
17-Additional funding for CILs
18-Prohibit insurance denials based on preexisting conditions
19-ADA compliance for autonomous vehicles

Will support

Will support

Will not support

Will support

Will support

Will support

U.S. Senate Candidates continued on next page 
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No Response to Survey

The following U.S. Senate candidates did not complete the survey:
Joe Arpaio (R)
Martha McSally (R)
Kelly Ward (R)
Nicholas Glenn (R)
William Gonzales (R)
Kyrsten Sinema (D)
Adam Kokesh (L)
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Responses: U.S. Representative Candidates
Casey
Welch
(R)

Dr. Matt
Ann
Heinz
Kirkpatrick
(D)
(D)
2
U.S. House of Representatives

1-Name

2-District
3-Office
4-Disability Integration Act
Will support
(currently S.910/H.R.2472)
5-Proghibit tenant denials solely
Will support
based on source of legal income
6-Funding higher wages for
Not sure, need to
community attendants
learn more
7-Medicaid block grants or per capita Not sure, need to
cap system
learn more
Not sure, need to
8-Medicaid work requirements
learn more
9-Train law enforcement
Will support
10-Public schools (including charter)
Strongly agree
ensuring access
11-Ensure that all people feel
safe, free of fears of deportation
12-Competitive, community-based,
integrated employment
13-Phase out sub-minimum wages
14-Policy reforms to income support
programs for individuals transitioning
to employment
15-ADA creates unfair burdens for
businesses
16-ADA notifications bills
17-Additional funding for CILs

Will not support
Neutral
[no answer]
Neutral
Somewhat
disagree
Not sure, need to
learn more
Not sure, need to
learn more

Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Will not
support
Strongly
disagree
Will support
Strongly
agree

Will not
support
Strongly
disagree
Will support
Strongly
agree

Will support

Will support

Strongly
agree
Strongly
agree

Strongly
agree
Strongly
agree

Strongly
agree

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree
Will not
support

Strongly
disagree
Will not
support

Will support

Will support

18-Prohibit insurance denials based
on pre-existing conditions

Will support

Will support

Will support

19-ADA compliance for autonomous
vehicles

Will support

Will support

Will support

U.S. Representative Candidates, District 2, continued on next page 
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continued
Mary Matiella
(D)

1-Name

Barbara Sherry
(D)

2-District
2
3-Office
U.S. House of Representatives
4-Disability Integration Act (currently
Will support
Will support
S.910/H.R.2472)
5-Proghibit tenant denials solely based on
Will support
Will support
source of legal income
6-Funding higher wages for community
Will support
Will support
attendants
7-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
Will not support
Will not support
system
8-Medicaid work requirements
Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
9-Train law enforcement
Will support
Will support
10-Public schools (including charter) ensuring
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
access
11-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
Will support
Will support
fears of deportation
12-Competitive, community-based, integrated
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
employment
13-Phase out sub-minimum wages
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
14-Policy reforms to income support
programs for individuals transitioning to
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
employment
15-ADA creates unfair burdens for
Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
businesses
16-ADA notifications bills
Will not support
Will not support
17-Additional funding for CILs
Will support
Will support
18-Prohibit insurance denials based on preWill support
Will support
existing conditions
19-ADA compliance for autonomous vehicles

Will support

Will support

U.S. Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Representative Candidates

continued
Sergio Arellano
(R)

1-Name
2-District
3-Office
4-Disability Integration Act
(currently S.910/H.R.2472)
5-Proghibit tenant denials solely based
on source of legal income
6-Funding higher wages for
community attendants
7-Medicaid block grants or per capita
cap system
8-Medicaid work requirements
9-Train law enforcement
10-Public schools (including charter)
ensuring access
11-Ensure that all people feel safe,
free of fears of deportation
12-Competitive, community-based,
integrated employment
13-Phase out sub-minimum wages
14-Policy reforms to income support
programs for individuals transitioning to
employment
15-ADA creates unfair burdens for
businesses
16-ADA notifications bills
17-Additional funding for CILs
18-Prohibit insurance denials based on
pre-existing conditions
19-ADA compliance for autonomous
vehicles

Edna San Miguel
(R)

3
U.S. House of Representatives
Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Not sure, need to
learn more
Not sure, need to
learn more
Will support

Not sure, need to
learn more

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Will support

Will not support

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Neutral

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

Not sure, need to
learn more
Will support

Not sure, need to
learn more
Will support
Not sure, need to
learn more

Will support
Will support

Strongly agree
Will support

Will support

U.S. Representative Candidates, District 3, continued on next page 
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Representative Candidates

continued

1-Name
2-District

Raul Grijalva (D)

Joshua Garcia (D)
3

3-Office
4-Disability Integration Act
(currently S.910/H.R.2472)
5-Proghibit tenant denials solely based
on source of legal income
6-Funding higher wages for
community attendants
7-Medicaid block grants or per capita
cap system
8-Medicaid work requirements
9-Train law enforcement
10-Public schools (including charter)
ensuring access
11-Ensure that all people feel safe,
free of fears of deportation
12-Competitive, community-based,
integrated employment
13-Phase out sub-minimum wages
14-Policy reforms to income support
programs for individuals transitioning to
employment
15-ADA creates unfair burdens for
businesses
16-ADA notifications bills

U.S. House of Representatives
Not sure, need to
Will support
learn more
Will probably not
Will support
support
Not sure, need to
Will support
learn more
Will not support

Will not support

Strongly disagree
Will support

Strongly disagree
Will support

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Will support

Not sure, need to
learn more

Strongly agree

Neutral

Strongly agree

Neutral

Strongly agree

Neutral

Strongly disagree

Somewhat disagree

Will support

Not sure, need to
learn more
Probably will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Not sure, need to
learn more

Will not support

17-Additional funding for CILs
18-Prohibit insurance denials based on
pre-existing conditions
19-ADA compliance for autonomous
vehicles

U.S. Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Representative Candidates
1-Name
2-District
3-Office

continued

Paul
Gosar
(R)

Delina
Disanto
(D)

Ana Maria
Perez
(D)

Haryaksha
Gregor
Knauer
(G)

4
U.S. House of Representatives

Not sure,
need to learn Will support
Will support
more
5-Proghibit tenant denials solely
Will probably
Will support
Will support
based on source of legal income
support
6-Funding higher wages for
Will probably
Will support
Will support
community attendants
support
7-Medicaid block grants or per
Will probably
Will not
Will not
capita cap system
support
support
support
Somewhat
Strongly
Somewhat
8-Medicaid work requirements
agree
disagree
disagree
Will probably
9-Train law enforcement
Will support
Will support
support
10-Public schools (including
Somewhat
Strongly agree Strongly agree
charter) ensuring access
agree
11-Ensure that all people feel
Will probably
Will support
Will support
safe, free of fears of deportation
not support
12-Competitive, community-based,
Somewhat
Strongly agree Strongly agree
integrated employment
agree
13-Phase out sub-minimum wages
Neutral
Strongly agree Strongly agree
14-Policy reforms to income
Somewhat
support programs for individuals
Strongly agree Strongly agree
agree
transitioning to employment
15-ADA creates unfair burdens
Somewhat
Strongly
Strongly
for businesses
disagree
disagree
disagree
Not sure,
Will not
Will not
16-ADA notifications bills
need to learn
support
support
more
Not sure,
17-Additional funding for CILs
need to learn Will support
Will support
more
18-Prohibit insurance denials based
Will support
Will support
Will support
on pre-existing conditions
4-Disability Integration Act
(currently S.910/H.R.2472)

19-ADA compliance for autonomous Probably will
vehicles
support

Will support

Will support

Will support
Will support
Will support
Will not
support
Strongly
disagree
Will support
Strongly agree
Will support
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
Strongly
disagree
Will not
support
Will support
Will support
Will support

U.S. Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Representative Candidates
1-Name

Use Your Power!
continued

Anita
Malik (D)

Garrick
McFadden (D)

Heather
Ross (D)

2-District
6
3-Office
U.S. House of Representatives
4-Disability Integration Act
Will support
Will support
Will support
(currently S.910/H.R.2472)
5-Proghibit tenant denials solely
Will support
Will support
Will support
based on source of legal income
6-Funding higher wages for
Will support
Will support
Will support
community attendants
7-Medicaid block grants or per
Will not support Will not support Will not support
capita cap system
8-Medicaid work
Strongly disagree Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
requirements
9-Train law enforcement
Will support
Will support
Will support
10-Public schools (including
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
charter) ensuring access
11-Ensure that all people feel
Will support
Will support
Will support
safe, free of fears of deportation
12-Competitive, communitybased, integrated
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
employment
13-Phase out sub-minimum
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
wages
14-Policy reforms to income
support programs for
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
Strongly agree
individuals transitioning to
employment
15-ADA creates unfair
Strongly disagree Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
burdens for businesses
Not sure, need to
16-ADA notifications bills
Will not support Will not support
learn more
Probably will
17-Additional funding for CILs
Will support
Will support
support
18-Prohibit insurance denials
Will support
Will not support
Will support
based on pre-existing conditions
19-ADA compliance for
autonomous vehicles

Will support

Will support

Will support

U.S. Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Representative Candidates

continued
Ruben Gallego Hiral Tipirneni
(D)
(D)

1-Name
2-District

7

3-Office

U.S. House of
Representatives

4-Disability Integration Act (currently
S.910/H.R.2472)
5-Proghibit tenant denials solely based on source of
legal income
6-Funding higher wages for community
attendants
7-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap system
8-Medicaid work requirements
9-Train law enforcement
10-Public schools (including charter) ensuring
access
11-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of fears
of deportation
12-Competitive, community-based, integrated
employment
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Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Will support

Will not support Will not support
Strongly
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Will support

Will support

Strongly agree Strongly agree
Will support

Will support

Strongly agree Strongly agree
Somewhat
agree

13-Phase out sub-minimum wages

Strongly agree

14-Policy reforms to income support programs for
individuals transitioning to employment

Strongly agree Strongly agree

15-ADA creates unfair burdens for businesses
16-ADA notifications bills

Strongly
disagree
Will not support

Strongly
disagree
Probably will
not support

17-Additional funding for CILs

Will support

Will support

18-Prohibit insurance denials based on pre-existing
conditions

Will support

Will support

19-ADA compliance for autonomous vehicles

Will support

Probably will
support


U.S. Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Representative Candidates continued

Additional Comments

District 2
Barbara Sherry (D) — “My father had one leg and
eventually spent the last 10 years of his life in a
wheelchair, and we saw his difficulties getting in and out
of cars and airplanes and bath rooms in restaurants, so I
will always support any American with a disability.”
District 3

VOTE 2018

Edna San Miguel (R) — “I left all aspirations of any career and with multible
University of Arizona degrees to help raise my sickly son with high functioning Autism
for the last 23 years and experienced the injustices towards our citizens with
disabilities and fought hard and long for Christopher to have the same advantages and
equal rights as other citizens so as to be respected as a member of our American
society and contributor. I will now take my fight to Washington. Thank you for all you
do. Edna San Miguel for AZ U.S. Congress CD 3 2018”
District 4
Paul Gosar (R) — “As a member of Congress, the level of support for even great
ideas is tempered by the reality of our budget, our budget deficit and the tax burden.
We can't always get what we want, but as Mick Jagger says, we might get what we
need.”
Delina Disanto (D) — “Question 8 is leading. If a person can work and Medicaid can
help them find a job related to their skills, then I am for helping a person feel
challenged and rewarded.”
Ana Maria Perez (D) — “I relied on SSI payments as a substitute for child support
payments for my daughter for 8 years, whose father has disabilities. I am happy you
included me to take this survey. I stand strongly for diversity and inclusiveness, and I
also encourage those with disabilities to be able to find meaningful work and be able to
contribute to the community. I respect that these people will often need a safety net of
continuing their disability coverage, even as they are able to work more, as this is not
always a consistent ability. I will strongly defend against misguided legislation that
would compromise the civil rights of the disabled, such as H.R. 620. I am amazed to
learn recently that in the world population, 20% are disabled. This is an eye-opening
discovery for me, and I hope to help people find the skills and talents that can help
them have fulfilling lives, which at the base level, includes less suffering and
challenges, and more empowerment - like the CILs, which I am just learning of in this
survey. Thank you for this opportunity to learn and reveal my support for your
community.”
U.S. Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Representative Candidates continued

Additional Comments

District 4 continued
Haryaksha Gregor "Baba" Knauer (G) — “Many years ago, a friend in Berkeley,
fellow Latin student, lived in the CIL across the street from Patty Hearst. Many years
before that, my sister's private elementary/jr high school totally integrated a disabled
girl (with what we now call Downs Syndrome) into all academic and phys ed programs
in her cohort. At the time I was all admiration for that inclusiveness, and I still am, 50
yrs later. This sort of diversity should be federally mandated, and I feel that states
must all comply with such federal guidance.”
District 6
Anita Malik (D) — “Twenty-eight years after the passage of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), Americans with disabilities still struggle with accessibility to
housing, transportation, employment, education and other public accommodations.
Everyone, disabled or not, deserves access to these basics necessities. I support
strengthening the Americans with Disabilities Act and policies that provide equal
access, prohibit discrimination, encourage hiring and provide quality, affordable health
care for those with disabilities.”
U.S. Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Representative Candidates continued

Additional Comments

District 6 continued
Garrick McFadden (D) — “Standing with persons with
disabilities is a priority for my campaign and is included on
my website at, www.electgarrick.com/priorities. I am part of
the one in three Arizona voters directly impacted by
disability, and I recognize the many barriers that individuals
and caregivers confront. People with cognitive, psychiatric,
or physical disabilities from birth to late adulthood
continually face obstacles based on assumptions of who they
are and what they can and cannot do. I will fight alongside
people with disabilities for the rights of people with
disabilities of all ages to be fully valued and included in
society. I will introduce or support bills that remove physical barriers and promote the
participation of people with disabilities in the greater community. I will oppose bills
such as the ADA Education and Reform Act of 2017, which would make it easier for
businesses to ignore the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and dilute the rights
people with disabilities have fought for.
I would support the Raise the Wage Act. This bill would phase out the ability of
employers to pay some of our brothers and sisters with disabilities less than the
minimum wage. These individuals, however, create more value than that to a
business's bottom line and deserve to be paid accordingly. And I will support options
to increase affordable, accessible integrated housing and community-based supports
for people with disabilities, like the Disability Integration Act, so that our disabled
friends and family members no longer have to reside in nursing homes or other
segregated settings, because they have no other options. I will also work to ensure
that all people with disabilities are able to receive integrated and quality educational
and career-development opportunities. That's why I will fight to ensure that the
federal government fulfills its funding commitment to the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act.
Finally, I am the only candidate in my race that supports implementing a Medicare-forall, single-payer healthcare system, which would ensure that all people, regardless of
preexisting conditions, have access to high quality physical and mental healthcare. I
want to live in a world free not only of yearly limits, but also lifetime limits. People
with disabilities should never have to worry if they will live or die based on what
Congress decides that year.”
Heather Ross (D) — “In my role as a professor at ASU, I teach a course in disability
technology policy and mentor multiple Ph.D. students working in the area of disability
studies. I look forward to promoting person-centered policies to benefit all people
across the spectrum of abilities.”
U.S. Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Representative Candidates continued

No Response to Survey

The following U.S. Representative candidates did not complete the survey:
District 1

District 5

Wendy Rogers (R)

Andy Biggs (R)

Tiffany Shedd (R)

Joan Greene (D)

Steve Smith (R)

Jose Torres (D)

Tom O'Halleran (D)

District 6

District 2

David Schweikert (R)

Lea Marquez Peterson (R)

District 7

Brandon Martin (R)

Catherine Miranda (D)

Daniel Romero Morales, Jr. (R)
Billy Kovacs (D)
Bruce Wheeler (D)
Yahya Yuksel (D)

District 8
Sandra Dowling (R)
Debbie Lesko (R)
District 9

District 3

Irina Baroness Von Behr (R)

Nicolas Pierson (R)

Stephen Ferrara (R)

District 4

Dave Giles (R)

David Brill (D)

Greg Stanton (D)

Guide published in August 2018
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